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Best Translation Services	

Whether you are trying to learn a new language or you want to translate your document, you can
get help from the best translation services on the web. There are numerous of them that you can
choose from and it helps you in getting what you want.	

Top 100 Language Translation Services	

1. Lionbridge Technologies: It is located in United States and a public translation provider.	

2. HP ACP: It is a public language translation service that is located on Florida.	

3. Transperfect: The Company is providing certified translation, website translation, legal
translation and other services.	

4. Best Translation Services: This is one of the topnotch translation services in the world
with their expert translators who know have experienced in translation business for years.
They can offer not only excellent but also timely services you can rely on. 	

5. SDL: They are established in giving fast access to graphics fame as well as audio device.	

6. LanguageLine Solutions: They are providing video remote, over the phone, translation,
localization, onsite interpreting and training services.	

7. Euroscript International S.A.: The service provides a full range of service when it comes
to business and language.	

8. STAR Group: The service does its best in order to provide a quick order to their
customers.	

9. Welocalize, Inc.: They are offering localization and translation services around the world.	

10. RWS Group: The Company is situated in UK and they are one of the best that offer high
quality translation service.	

11. Manpower Group Solution – Language Services: If you want the best translation that will
be delivered on time, the service will guarantee to give what you want.	

12. CLS Communication: The Company is located in Switzerland and it is a private service
for translation.	

13. Honyaku Center Inc: The Company offer translation business solutions.	
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14. YAMAGATA INTECH Corporation: It was established in the year 1983 and founded in
the year 1906 that delivers a helpful translation service.	

15. Moravia: It is a private translation service that is located in Czech Republic offering an
affordable translation for website and legal.	

16. thebigword Group: for well-qualified translators, you can choose the company because
they have experienced people that can help you.	

17. Pactera Technology International Ltd: They provide various business services, which
include translation at reasonable price.	

18. Hogarth Worldwide: It is a marketing implementation service and delivers a quality paper
for global brands.	

19. Semantix: The company offers quality standards as well as efficient delivery in translating
your paper.	

20. Logos Group: They have a good process and giving a wonderful translation service. You
can contact them to start translating your document.	

21. CyraCom International, Inc.: Because of their service, they offer technology and
consulting services.	

22. ONCALL Language Services Pty Ltd: They are well known internationally in offering
global business translation service.	

23. KERN Global Language Services: When it comes to exceptional global language
services, this company will provide what you want.	

24. Språkservice Sverige AB: They have a wide range of services you can choose from and
their translation service is top rated.	

25. CSOFT International, Ltd.: Their language translation service is great and it is one of the
best options for you.	

26. Capita Translation and Interpreting Limited: They have flexible and dependable service.	

27. Crestec, Inc: They produce various types of documents and manuals solutions. They are
offering their service worldwide.	

28. Verztec Consulting Pte Ltd: It is an award-winning global content consulting service that
offers translation service for meetings, conferences and workshops.	

29. CBG Konsult AB: They are specializing in technical solutions.	
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30. AAC Global: They offer a wide range of services, which include tailored solutions and
complete conceptual solutions.	

31. Lexitech: They offer documentation services and specialize in editing, translation and
writing.	

32. Jonckers Translation and Engineering: Their standards are high and they only recruit
translators at all levels.	

33. Transvoice Sweden AB: The company is situated in Sweden and they give interpretation
and translation service.	

34. Alpha CRC LTD: For a high quality paper, choose the company and meet your needs.	

35. Transn (China) Technology Co., Ltd: It is a new type language provider.	

36. PTSGI: It is a multilingual company with more than 40 years of experience that covers
101 languages.	

37. Skrivanek Group : They give a high quality translation service with over 20 years of
experience.	

38. Ubiqus: The company has the dedication in giving a reliable and fast service.	

39. Concorde Group: Concorde Group company is certified in delivering accurately translated
documents to their customers.	

40. LanguageWire A/S: This is an innovative translation agency with modern translation
platform.	

41. Telelingua: They are delivering outstanding language solutions for customers.	

42. Sajan: They excel when it comes to translation service and help individuals to make their
task easier.	

43. TextMinded EEIG: This translation service offer a good business and language solutions
for everyone.	

44. Inc.: It is a creative translation engineering company.	

45. Linguistique Communication Informatique: They have highly qualified and professional
translators.	

46. TOIN Corporation: The company provides editing, proofreading and translation service.	

47. CTS Language Link: When it comes to professional language service, trust the company.	
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48. Xplanation Language Services NV: It is a language service company.	

49. TransLink: Your one-stop solution for public transport details and transport services.	

50. Certified Languages International: Located in United States and a private translation
company. 	

51. Chizai Corporation JP Private: Have a full access to their wide range of services including
translation and proofreading.	

52. SeproTec Multilingual Solutions: It is a multilingual company offering translation
solutions around the world.	

53. MasterWord Services, Inc.: Your partner for translation, language and interpreting service.	

54. SYSTRAN FR Public: They are located in Florida and a private company offering their
service internationally.	

55. Janus Worldwide: It is a Russian company that gives the best solution for your translation
problem.	
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56. Smart Communication Inc.: to have a good communication, allow them to serve you in
many ways.	

57. beo Gesellschaft für Sprachen und Technologie mbH: It is a Spanish company situated in
Spain.	

58. ABBYY Language Services: A private translation company for language services.	

59. FLE Group: Based on Singapore and offering business and language service online.	

60. itl Institut für Technische Literatur AG: It is a private Spanish service ensuring to help
you with your problem.	

61. Human Science Co., Ltd.: For a high quality science papers or any paper you want to be
translated, get the help of the company.	

62. Fasttranslator.com / Snelvertaler BV: It is one of the top-notch Spanish services around
the world.	

63. Interpreters Unlimited, Inc: It has been in the industry for many years and certified in
delivering high quality results.	

64. OMNIA Group: It is a trusted company because of their transportation and language
service.	
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65. Lingo24 Ltd: Working with them gives you the chance to get what you want.	

66. Global Language Solutions: Based on California and offering professional translation,
website localization and conference interpreting.	

67. Arancho Doc: Provider of localization and translation services with combined experience
for more than 30 years.	

68. Logrus Group: Independent provider of full range of localization service.	

69. International Translating Company: The company has unique and extensive experience in
working with other people.	

70. Translate Plus Limited: They made the communication easy and it is an award winning
service that consistent in satisfying their customers.	

71. mt-g medical translation GmbH & Co. KG: Leading provider for medical and
pharmaceutical translation.	

72. TextMinded Danmark A/S: It assures to leverage your professional network.	

73. EC Innovations, Inc: It is an innovative company that solves your problem.	

74. Transline Deutschland Dr. Sturz GmbH: One of the largest language providers in
Germany that offer translation service.	

75. Wordbank: Award winning marketing agency with more than 20 years of experience that
gives marketing and localization services.	

76. The LanguageWorks, Inc.: A language translation company offering language services.	

77. HansemEUG, Inc: Offering documentation service, which includes manual development
like printed materials.	

78. Ofilingua SL: With more than 20 years of experience and consist of highly qualified
professionals.	

79. TranslateMedia Ltd: Provides assistance translation internationally.	

80. Elanex, Inc.: It helps customers to get the translated document they are looking for.	

81. VITS Victorian Interpreting and Translating Service: It is a translation and interpreting
service to help you with your needs.	

82. APOSTROPH AG: They are offering translation help in 48 languages.	
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83. Lingsoft Group: Finnish language company that offers proofreading services and software
for Nordic and Finnish languages.	

84. EGO Translating Company: Leading language Russian provider.	

85. nlg GmbH: One of the leading localization service provider in automotive power and life
sciences.	

86. Lemoine International, Inc: They are offering localization service around the world.	

87. Media Movers: Have professional workers available anytime of the day.	

88. Neotech: A company offering technology solutions for customers.	

89. CPSL (Celer Pawlowsky S.L): Leading language company catering full lifecycle of
multilingual documentation.	

90. Sandberg Translation Partners / STP Nordic: One of the best and largest established
translation companies that specialize in English, Nordic and other languages.	

91. Geneva Worldwide, Inc: Offering numerous services that will meet your needs in more
than 180 languages.	

92. eurocom Translation Services GmbH: Established in 1990 and it is a translation service
offering quality results.	

93. ENLASO Corporation: A certified company offering full service language translation as
well as localizations solutions.	

94. HL TRAD: Offering a high quality of interpreting and translation services with
specialization in Financial and Legal sectors.	

95. ASL Services Holdings, LLC: Give sign language for conferences, cruises, medical
purposes, business meetings and courtroom.	

96. text & form GmbH: Successful in delivering localization and translation service since
1996.	
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97. Transatlantic Translations LLC: It is an international translation agency.	

98. CETRA Language Solutions: Offers transcreation, software, website, localization,
translation an conference equipment service.	

99. AVB Vertalingen / AVB Translations: It is a Netherland’s translation agency and
providing interpreting services too.	
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100.Interpreting Services International, Inc.: It is a reliable language interpretation service.	

There you have our top 100 best translation services on the face of the earth. Don’t think twice in
hiring them for all types of translation projects. All of them have good industry reputation to
deliver you topnotch results!	


